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Build a Food Web Activity . As you have learned, a food web is a more accurate depiction of how energy
moves through a community of organisms. Food chains show only a single set of energy transfers, ignoring
that many organisms obtain energy from many different sources, and in turn may provide energy to many
different organisms.
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FOOD CHAINS AND FOOD WEBS Food Chains All living organisms (plants and animals) must eat some
type of food for survival. Plants make their own food through a process called photosynthesis. Using the
energy from the sun, water and carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and nutrients, they chemically make
their own food.
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STUDENT ACTIVITY: Build a marine food web Activity idea In this activity, students build their own food web
using images of organisms from the marine ecosystem. This activity can be done indoors on paper or
outdoors on a tarmac surface using chalk.
STUDENT ACTIVITY: Build a marine food web
Building A Classroom Food Web On the Species Consumption KEY are all the species in a food web and
what they eat. You can hand this out to your students or have them research their own species feeding habits
to make this activity an interdisciplinary with ELA components. Students can each be responsible for one part
of the food web.
Building A Classroom Food Web - The Exploring Nature
FOOD WEBS ACTIVITY: BUILDING A FOOD WEB INTRODUCTION In â€œFood Webs Activity: Building a
Food Chain,â€• you built a food chain and learned how energy flows through trophic levels. In this part of the
activity, you will complete a food web by modeling the energy flow between organisms. You will then model
the community relationships in a ...
FOOD WEBS ACTIVITY: BUILDING A FOOD WEB
Leave your food web up for a few days and talk about different aspects of it, study the animals in more depth,
talk about local food webs versus food webs on an African Savannah or Amazon Rainforest. Print out food
web graphics below (or in pdf) to use in your project.
Build a Food Web Game - The Exploring Nature Educational
Food Web Project Rubric 5 Points 4 Points 3 Points 2 Points 0 Points Food Web The student includes 3 food
chains that create an interlocking food web.
Food Web Project - Bartholomew Consolidated School
chain terminology to the independent creation of a food chain. The unit begins with a video introduction to the
concept of the food chain and basic terminology.
The Food Chain - Home - Rutherford County Schools
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3 Look at this food web. Then answer the questions. a Name two producers in the food web. b Name three
consumers in the food web. c Write a food chain from this food web with six trophic levels. d Name the
animals that the small fish eats. e Name the animals that eat the small fish. f Explain what could happen to
the community if all the frogs suddenly died.
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